Sparta Party

’Fancy Pants’

agar!

-part’ Parts, Ilet\iy
rga111114 1/011tiCal group, will
today in C11227, at 7 p.m.
Mitchill, publicity
Ratan. urges all biterested
,frots to attend.

A "fancy Pala. Game," sponsored by the Social Affairs
miller, will be held tonight from
11:30 to 12:30 in the Women’s
113,ni. Prizes nill be given for
the best tnan’s and a ,,,,, an’s decorated "fancy pants." Tickets
are 25 vents.
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s’x Speeches

Socialist Says ...

Communism Seminar Features
Outspoken Speaker Tomorrow
. Warn Schmitt, a controversial "Operation Abolition," an equally
.heed reseatrh engineer, and controversial film, may both appear at a seminar on communism
in Morris Dailey auditorium tomorrow.
Schmitt, peninsula representative of the Christian anti -communism crusade, recently told the
Spartan Daily he would show the
film and refute charges against
it if there is time during the
seminar.
Students Against Communism, a
Peruna, junior English
new campus organization, will
-r. was declared winner of the
sponsor the all -day event which
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Inwill be conducted by Dr. Joost
Sluis, director of the northern
California branch of the crusade.

Junior Wins
$50 Kaucher
Oral Contest

Friday Flicks Has
’High Society Film

MACE PERONA
. . . Kaucher winner
,Jation award yesterday benear capacity crowd in
Theater.
21 received the check
Kaucher, professor emerthe Speech and Drama de "tit, for his reading of ’The
,f :in American" from "USA"
Doti PatitiOti. The judges’
took 20 minutes.
wlers-iip for the award were
lie Bono, Dennis Eimple,
Hochman. Jerry
Joan
et. Stewart Park, and
V!-,,

He added if the film was shown
r it would probably be at 4 p.m.
However, I’ll schedule the film
and speech both or not at all."
Schmidt said. He said he didn’t
Want to have one and not the
other.
TOPICS
Speeches by Dr. SluisWill
cern, "Philosophy of Communist,
9 a.m.; "The Cause, Course and
Cure of Communism," 10:45 ass
"Communism in South Ameri,
2 p.m.; Communist Fronts al
,
Captive Organizations," 4.15 p
"Communist Blueprint for t h
Conquest of the United States,"
ry,icto"
8:15 and "Design for V
9:15 p.m.
Films scheduled are "My Latvia." 10:15 a .m., "Communism on
t he Map," 3:30 p.m. and "The
Crimson Shadow," at i:30 p.m.
Price for the full day seminar,
from 9 a.m. to 9:45 p.m. is $3 or
$1.50 for morning, afternoon or
evening sessions.
Engineer Schmitt caused a controversy on campus in December
when he named three SJS students whom he said had communist affiliations. All his charges
were hotly denied.

’PAPER BALLOT’
They denied that they are a
rpf,liti,i1 party, calling the "paper
1’4w-5 neW innovation if) avoid
what they termed the "strings
orl
h party. Their pititn m, as enunciated by
Prnspeetive ASH presidential (’II fl
fierevas, ineludes: ’’The revitalization of traditions through
,ippori. of Revelries, and the l’f’^041.11ShITIOrli of Spardi-Gras as an
ASH--ponsored event."
Seviindly, Gerevas said. the "pair h1 lot’’ group would emphasize
lip ,1,.sing of the immediate collect: area to off -campus traffics
and replaying Seventh St. with a
mall or park area."
SITPORT HAUCK
In addition to Gerevas as presiential randidate, the four agreed
In support liaitek as vice-president, Diridon as treasurer, and
Avila a, eseeittive secretary.
Ii to the group’s 1)111,,,,,41:,,ement, unofficial comment
revealed that the candidates’ slats
is sPolitical eompromise, designed
la keep the four out of each other’s hair.
SPLIT GREEKS
us unit Hauck would
Ilk,. to lie ASH president, for in ;Nave But to run in opposition
m1111,1 -split the greek vote," since
thu ale greeks. Hauck has an -

ps-

ar e ’,binning to
seniors Or
go into graduate work at SJS
following graduation in summer
session or next fall must pick
up an application form at the
graduate division office, Adm156, by today.
All applicant* who are seek in an M.A. degree or a teaching credential must take a
graduate exam, scheduled for
May 23, according to Dr. Gerald
Wheeler, assistant to the dean
of the Graduate division.

Gov. Brown
To Attend
Dedica lion

U.S. Intervention Claimed To Be
Greatest
Communism’s ureatestVictory
Ii’ hi N BURTON
Socialist Bogdan Denitch, of
Berkeley, told a moderate sized
audience yesterday that "the indirect intervention in Cuba by the
United States was the greatest
victory for Communism in the
:.ist 10 years," and that "Cuba’s
oily crime has been to stand on
its own two feet."
Denitch, a Berkeley machinist
and lecturer, spoke under sponsorship of TASC in rooms A and
B of the cafeteria on "Cuba and
United States Foreign Policy."
About 40 students attended the
lecture.

F

"I
the Castro regime,
think Castro has betrayed I.e social revolution there"
The youthful -looking Socialist
cited the Hungarian uprising of
1956, which had support of the
U.S., and in which the State department protested the use of Russian tanks to suppress revolut ionaries.
And yet. Denitch said, no one
bothered to ask any Ethiopians
if they were for or against 1-bailie
Selassie when that country was
invaded by Mussolini in the 1930s.
"Even though." Denitch said, "it
was a feudal slave state."
CHALLENGES JFK REMARK
Denitch challenged President
Kennedy’s recent comment that a
foreign government has established "a political base" 90 miles
from U.S. shores. "How," he asked,
"is a ’political base’ established?"
The Socialist stated that the
on,
These U.S. forced Castro to sell sugar
cisco, Khooshie L. 1.
difficulties will be onayzed in a ti Russia when we cut their quota
lecture entitled "India’s Role in’ and forced him to buy arms from
World Affairs Today," to be pre- Russia when we refused to sell
sented in S164 at 6 p.m.
them any, then we asked. "Why
Panjabi insisted tes.-ently that are they a member of the Soviet
referring to Indian foreign policy Id( ?"
as "neutral" is incorrect. "India: Denitch also charged that the
does not side with one power bloc I’S. government has threatened
or the other, hut we will use force further support of any counter. revolution in Cuba; that no US.
where necessary.
"This is evidenced by Prime Congressmen will oppose our inMinister Nehru’s recent order to . tervention in Cuba (except, he
the Indian troops in the Congo said. "Sen. Barry Goldwater (Rto use force if necessary to main- Ariz .I has protested: ’Why didn’t
tain order. This would not be pos- , we send the Marines?’ "I; and
sible under neutralism, but is a that the US. will continue Tharrassment" of the Cuban regime.
part of non-alignment."
STATE DEPARTMENT
Panjabi, who gave up a career
"Either the gip:min-lents in
as one of India’s leading journalists to enter the diplomatic serv- Latin America will be puppets of
ice, will also touch on some of the U.S. or seek other allies."
the grave internal crises that In- commented Denitch in reference
to his opinion on the attitude
dia faces.
The lecture will be co-sponsored of our State department.
-Our State department does not
hy the International Relations
club and the ri.11rzn hrrtiire com- have the right, the Hearst papers
:or any others, do not have any
mit tee.
right to talk about democracy."
said Denitch. "because they do
i not support democracy anywhere
else in the world."

"Cuba’s own crime in the US. ’
has been to stand on its own two’
feet and tell the US. it will
choose its own allies and run as
own economy," the bay area Socialist said.
Denitch, a member of the bay’
area executive council of the Socialist party and Social Demo/Tillie federation, stated that the
State department’s "white paper"
on the Cuban situation says Cuba
has "violated democracy" a nd
nothing more.
CASTRO BETRAYED
;
’ Denitch pointed out that he.
personally is not a supporter of

Indian Consul

ill Deliver Lecture

es s
D raw Preps

Four Pledge Support
o ac Other in ace ,cs
candidates for the May election’
rine alio the open yesterday aft- ’
prnoan when four well-known campu, 1.,1 it Hans mutually endorsed,
raeh ,it her on a "paper ballot",
Sher their petitions were received
by Stivient Council.
The tour, Ron Gerevas, Bill
liAti,k Rod Diridon, and Everett
A: Is.mealed their platform and
randidaey at a meeting in the College I.nion.

Graduate Work

Gov. Edmund G. Brown has.acs
cepted Pres. John T. Wahlquist
.
.
invitation to attend San Jo
State’s third annual Founder’s D.c.
. I
I .
ceremonies on May 2, it was anflounced today.
Founders’ Day exercises will be
The difficulties in charting a
held in the Inner Quad at 9:30
a.m. and will feature Stanford path between the two great power
university president Wallace Sterl- blocs will be examined tonight by
the Indian consul to San Franing as guest speaker.
...The program will he preceded by
an academic procession from the
building to the quad. After the
ceremonies, the academic procession will re-form and proceed to
Hoover Hall, where the official
I
dedication of the college donnitories will be made.
lt 111 is. Ni1.1111
thy senior class tonight in TH551
Governor Brown will formally
at 7:30. according to Rod Diridon.
dedicate the dormitories to the
senior class president.
college. Mrs. Joan Hoover Vowles,
grand-daughter of ex -president
Starring are Bing Crosby, Grace
a
Herbert Hoover. will give the dediKelly, Frank Sinatra, John Lund.
cation address
Celeste Hohne and Louis ArmA luncheon in honor of the disstrong.
tinguished guests will he held in
A reporter and photographer to,
the recreation mom of Hoover
Spy magazine rover a fashionable
.
Philadelphia wedding. Their pt-es-itt2;-’"" high sell’" serum’s! Hall at noon, followed by a short
entre in the household proves a (rata- from 38 schools in five counties program and an open house for
lyst of events that make the will gather at SJS Saturday at the new dormitory.
straight -lace prospective bride, di- 9:30 a.m. to compete in a math’ The college’s observance of
mired from a happy-go-lucky contest designed to give them thel Founders’ Day will mark the
KHOOSHIE L. PAWABI
sportsman, question the arivisabil- type of community status that is opening of Spring Alumni Week
. non -alignment
accord
sports,"
won
in
"so
easily
The
activities’
SJS.
week’s
here
at
ity of taking a stuffed shirt for
Keeslar,
assistant
Oreon
ing
to
Dr.
programs,:
will
include
some
16
h" -’-husband.
superintendent of schools for San- ranging from various class cc unions to departmental dinners.’
ta Clara county.
The contest, to he held in E118 according to Gerard Kettmann. the
is sponsored by the Mercury-Ness’s alumni association’s Spring AlumCASTRO PROCLAIM S VICTORY OVER REBEL!,
in cooperation with the Joint ni chairman.
Council on Science and Mathemat(
- Fidel Castro proclaimed triumphantly yesterday t
Education. It will last an hour
destruction of a Cuban invasion force and capture of its equipmen
and will he so constructed none
iicluding American-made Sherman tanks. He followed this with
of the high school students will
wave of executions to tighten his grip on the country.
ear to run, so GereVaN
be able to finish it in the hour
Havana Radio announced that seven persons including an Amer..
the nod.
can -the third in two days were executed by firing squads at
The fretted assignment of offices alloted. Dr. Max Kramer, assocame Tuesday, or earlier, since dis- ciate profes.sor of mathematics, is
dawn in Havana yesteeday. It named the American as Diaz Bencom
eussion between the four has been making the test.
and said he led a plot to kill Castro. His home was not given.
The Mercury-News will award
going on since Sunday.
A communique read over Havana radio early yesterday said
$500 in bonds to the three top
Delta Upsilon fraternity was re- Castro’s regular army and militiamen overran the invaders’
SPARTA PARTY
last
Immediately, the only opposi- finishers. A $250 award will he cently reeommended by the Inter- position at Giron Beach on the Day of Pigs at 5 :4) p.m. Wednesday
fraternity
-place
first
council
winner;
court
for
susgiven
to
the
from
four
would
to
the
come
tion
But he admitted his men suffered "tragic losses" along with the
Brent Davis and the Sparta party. $130 to the second -place student; pension as a recognized campus invaders.
organization
for
the
remainder
of
win.
-place
to
the
third
$100
and
!
made
patty
has
Sparta
However.
Exile groups in the United States insisted the move to oust
It’) official annolitlreltIVIlt of can- net., Slide rules will be given to this semester, according to Gary Castro was far front over. They said there would he new landings
Levi,
IFC
president.
finishers.
next
two
the
didate
and new supplies sent to the guerilla forces in the mountains vzhere
DU was reported to IFC court
Castro himself battled against Fulgencio Batista.
for violation of college rules of
student conduct. Levi said. MemLAOS TRUCE NEARBRITISH
bers of the fraternity conducted
LONDON (UPIIBritish diplomats predicted yesterday a ceasethemselves
intp
violation
elba
eccof
a
fire agreement in Laos would be reached soon despite Moscow broadstandards of good taste and
casts apparently putting a damper on the prosixcts.
conduct, he added.
British Ambassador Sir Frank Roberts told newsmen at a
If the fraternity satisfactorily
Burmese reception in Moscow, "We arc very near on agreement on
meets the conditions of suspencease-fire in Laos."
sion, the IFC president said it will
he able to participate in fall acI’. M. CUBA STAND ATTACKED
tisities.
N.Y. ItiPf I Saudi Arabia accused the NATIONS,
UNITED
Ile added that DU will remain
on strict probation until February United States ’esterday of inciting revolt against Fidel Castro’s
1962. Any violation of college, stu- Cuban government. It said Cuba does not have to account to anybody
dent body or IFC rules until then for the alleged betrayal of its revolutionary principles.
Saudi Arabian Minister of State Ahmed Shukairy denounced the,
will result in automatic suspenMonroe Doctrine, telling the General Assembly’s Main Political corn-,
sion of their charter.
mittee:
"If you accept the hemispheric idea, then Europe would be under’
the Soviet Union and Asia under China."
SIX SPEECHES
Dr. Sluis, who works at t he
University of California medical
,enter in San Francisco, will deliver six speeches on the "mind.
morals and motives of communism."
"If we have an hour’s time,"
STUN commented. "I’ll also show
’operation Abolition’ and speak on
e,serdial aeo.ir;iev of it."

I.
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world wire

DU S uspended
By IF( (our

CO-OPERATION

Last Audubon
Tour Tonight

SPRING CLEANINGIn preparation for open house this Sunday at the Mary George Co-op, the only recognized women’s
co-operative living arrangement for SJS students, (I. to r.) Maria
Trevino, Rosita Cardona and Pat Garcia. They wax furniture
while Gisela Kuster readies the ladder to wash windows. The
Co-op’s open house is Sunday from 2 to 4 and interested persons are invited to come for a tour of the house.

111.; 110.
,runt,’’ the. last
Audubon Screen Tour of the semester, will he presented tonight
at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium, according to Dr. Arnold
Applegarth, professor of zoology.
Patricia Bailey Witherspoon, lecturer and photographer, will pie sent the scenic film on Australian
plant and animal life.
General admission is 90 cents:
50 cents for students; 25 cents for
children tinder 12. Tickets can he
obtained in S221, or by calling CYpress 4-6414, ext. 2457.

Arabian Relations
Talk Set Tonight
.
.
.
American
Rejations’ ;ina
ilDgram
featuring intermit lona I entertainment
will highlh:nt the second ArabAmerican Student assn, dinner tonight in the Terrace room of the
Hawaiian Gardens. Abdel
habi, president, said yesterday.
Dr. Faye, Sayegh, professor of
political science at Stanford university and former director of the
Arab Information center for the
western region of the L’S.. will
he guest speaker. Mayor Paul
Moore of San Jose will give the
welcoming address.
Tickets will he available at the
door. They sell for $3 per person
or $3 a couple. El-Chehahi said.
An Arabian ’shaish kabab" will
Is’ featured on the menu.

Which Came First?
Student or Blues

DO blue card, make students
blue? Or do blue students make
blue cards?
One thing is certain: the state
of California turns blue at this
time every year when all 14 state
colleges, including &TS, issue thousands of deficient grade notices -Mire cards
to students.
REDS CHASE KOK 41T
Mal -semester blue cards will be
srot IL, Korea t PI I ---A South Korean air force Sabre let mailed
to students tonight. the
crashed 100 miles south of Seoul yesterday after being chased by Registrar’s office
announced.
three Communist MIGs. The incident hatched of a nationwide
a lert
United Nations Command officials said the South Korean je’
crashed at the U.S. Air Force Kunsan Air Base south of Korea. 1413,
they denied reports by high Korean sources the incident was linkeil
directly with the air raid alert.
The Lambda Chi ’ -Oil PushSENATE APPROVES $1.23 Wmar,
cart relays division "A ; perpetual
wAsinswroN
- The Senate yesterday passed President trophy that
was reported rilibIling
Kennedy’s $1.25 an hour minimum wage bill by a vote of 65-25.
has been located, acenniing to Renu- hill was passed after the Senate turned hack repeated atlay direetor Donn Mall.
tempts by conservatives to whittle down its coverage.
This year’s 13th annual PushThe bill now goes to a conference committee for compromises cart relays are set for May 12.
between differing versions passed by the House and Senate,
Mall said.

Missing Relay
Trophy Found

--ss11114
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’HEY! YOU’RE SUPPOSED TO TAKE A NAP’

Editorials

The Emotional Space Race
"Alex- ..igarin is a new Soviet star, and the coin! lusts won’t lei hint dim.
While the people of
turned out two million strong
to welcome Gagarin. propagandists were displaying their elation
for the world to see in print.
The flight was plugged over the press anti radio as a demonstration of communism over capitalism. The enthused East
German news agency reported "The technical miracle
brought about by. workers ....hose hearts were filled with the
glorious doctrine of the international proletariat."
hilt- we agree that Gugarin’s feat, made possible liv the
comntunists, is a dream realized from the
d of man, it i, only
the first of many to come.

getting a "fair deal."
One coed reports her house-

Was

Contrary to kitruslichey’s statements, this does ma prose
communism superior. In over-all technical achievement, it is
generally agreed among U.S. space experts that America matches
the Russians, if not surpasses them. Scientifically, we are wuy.
ahead, contributing real knowledge for future space work.
For emotional strength and selfless dedication, the Army,
Von Braun, and his German rocketeers provide a shining example.
In 1947, rockets were far from the mind of America’s military- officialdom. Duly the army, with what words can poorly
term "official foresight," supported the team of scientists and
technicians nobody wanted. They were allowed only scraps of
funds, whateved the army and Maj. John B. Medaris could get
for them.
They tested and re-tested Von Braun’s old Gerunut V-2, and
dreamed of an army rocket based on that design.

This flight of Gagarin’s is really the "Kitty Hawk" of space,
but it is not the only Kitty Hawk. The greatest triumph of mankind is still to come: the conquest of space travel itself.
When a future "cosmonaut" steps from his spaceworn craft,
with a bit of moon-dust, star-dust in his hands and in his eyes,
that will he man’s great moment. That person may prefer the
American term. "astronaut," rather than the Soviet term.
Somehow. emotionally, we must not let the Soviet hero Gagarin convinee it. that we are pathetically behind.
Look to the future instead. Development of military rockets
is well along. Now we can turn to Wernher Von Braun’s Saturn
rocket, and the future monster boosters such as Nova, and give
them any help they want and need in building a ladder to the
moon and planets.
Officialdom, too, needs an emotional answer, as well as a
technical one, in this race for the stars.
D.P.

Thrust and Parry
Where is Information
On Cuba Obtained?
EDITOR Regarding the letter written by Rubacher, Zlataroff and Gill which appeared in
the April 19 edition of the Spartan Daily I would like to make
a few comments. Where do these
students get their information?
Perhaps it is possible for these
students to know more of the
United States intervention than
the State department, but I sincerely doubt it.
These three students have no
right to censure the United
States. The definition of democracy is by the people for the
people. Therefore, three small
voices cannot silence those of
180 million.
As far as demanding, first
qualify your claims, then ask
what you desire. This is the
true essence of diplomatic ne-

gotiation.

Cuba Like Hungary?
ii. ,pr. the present imasion of tuba is user. because
it is a crisis for both the l nited States and Russia, and not Cuba
alone.
Cuba is a pawn in the current big power diplomacy, and
one full of danger.
The USSR will not go to war over Cuba, but it hopes to
discredit the United States as the USSR itself was discredited
five years ago in Hungary.
Let

The USSR appears to he threatening aid to Cuba with two
goals in mind. One is to force the U.S. to intervene in the little
nation’s affairs and thus appear to be an "imperialist" country,
crushing its little brother.
If the I .S. fails to act, "K" will probably come forth with
even more aid to Cuba and continue to bring the nation under
communist influence.
America, in apparently offering aid to the present invasion,
is making itself liable to charges of intervention.
On the other hand, can the U.S. allow hostile communism
to be established 9(I miles from Florida? No other nation in the
world would quietly permit such a thing.
Further, if the USSR or the Chinese communists become entrenched in Cuba. we can expect a strong reaction in this country. Once aroused, the United States can be both dangerous and
reckless. A knife as close as Cuba does not make us coolheaded.
It will take a strict, unbending attitude to keep international
communists out of Cuba, and yet not intervene. militarily.
It is nobler and wiser to stay out of the affairs of Cuba, anti
insist that others stay assay also.
Yet, at this point, the hands of the U.S. are not free of responsibility in the current invasion.
Cuba smells both like Hungary and Korea, from 90 miles
away.

A Feather for SJS
Upon return from the Model I nited Nations session held
at the University of Oregon last week. the 5.15 delegation of 10
students returned triumphant in all respects.
In their report to Student Council Wednesday. the delegates
individually expressed their experiences and bent-fits derived
from the session. On the whole the delegates said the Model UN
furthered their awareness of international problems and the difficulties imposed upon leaders from throughout the world.
Most significant to the SJS community is the fact that the
1963 district session will be held here.
For many years now. this college has been growing by
leaps and bounds. With increased student population has come
additional faculty anti staff. In many respects, however. prestige of the college has not grown proportionately. Moreover,
student participation in student government, elections and campus activities has been on the decline in proportion to growth.
When viewed as a single entity, bringing the Model UN
session to SJS.will not alleviate this situation. Yet if other campus groups and organizations follow suit- -each in its own way
the college will grow in areas other than numbers.
Hosting the 1963 Model UN session is a feather in the cap of
this college. The entire community stands to gain a great deal
J.M.R.
from this experience.

Approved Housing:
Is It Foul or Fair?

li .1151 .11.krtiSstEN
In light of student gripes
against college approved housing, questions have arisen as to
whether or not students are

Moscow

R lien official U.S. policy changed, and the long-range rocket was feasible. it ended a fast- --both emotionally and financially
--for the army team.
This team begged officialdom to let them launch a satellite. The request was refused.
When the Russian sputnik streaked across the skies in 1957.
officialdom’s answer burued on the launching pad.
It was the army team’s sophisticated "V-2," the Jupiter-t..
with a jury-rigged payload, that put us back in the race for
space.
This was a triumph of emotion and dedication.
Emotionally, we are behind. We are also behind in time.
These two thingsour official attitude and the time lag
must be changed in our favor.

Stal Report

David R. Chad
ASB 848

SJS Not Fooled
By Radical Extremes
EDITOR--This article is the
San Jose State Young Democrats’ reply to an editorial by
J.J.C. in the Spartan Daily April
19, entitled "Moderates Must
Act." The author of that article
seems to feel that both extreme
wings, left and right, of the
political spectrum are capturing the minds and hearts of
San Jose State’s 15,000 students
because there is no moderate
voice present. Ile therefore proposes that the YD’s, YR’s, or
SPUR should present a moderate viewpoint.
First, if we assume that any
political views which lie between Stalin’s and Hitler’s are
moderate, we can assume also
that both the Democratic and
Republican parties can be termed
moderate. Based on this criterion. the SJS Young Democrats, as a member of the Democratic party organization, are
moderates.
Now, what are our policies
and philosophies which the editor feels are not being articufated? We are a national political party, not a local fanatic
party. As such, our platform is
formed at the national convention. President Kennedy, the
Democratic senators and con-

Spaztarza
Entered es second class matter April 14,
1934, at San Jose, Californic under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ AWL Published daily by Associated Students of
San JOS. Stets College except Saturday and Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions deviated only on a remainder-of-school -year basis. In fall se metier, $4 in spring semester. $2. Cv
4-6414Editorial Est, 2110, 2113. Ads.,.
timing Ext. 2109, Press of Globe Printing
co. Office hours 1:45-4:20 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Any phone cells should
be made during this period.
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gressmen, and Democratic governors express our philosophies
and policies (the Democratic
platform) daily in their actions.
All one needs to do is to read
a newspaper and listen to the
President’s press conferences.
This is certainly a much more
efficient way of expressing and
acting upon our policies than
to circulate a newsletter or by
continued fencing in Thrust and
Parry. Even though SJS has
compulsory approved housing, I
doubt if the 15,000 students at
SJS are confined to the dream world of local fanatic parties.
and thus not permitted to read
or hear the policies and philosophies expressed daily by an actual earthly party which is presently operating the government
of the United States.
Harvey Kroese, A 6012
Pres. SJS Young Demoerahn

Headline Prompts
Poem of Despair
EDITOR
Caption: "Recruits signing up
at Miami headquarters."
Headline: "NON-INTERVENTION POLICY DECLARED."
Leave your typewriters and
printing presses,
Let lathes and Univacs be
still.
Walk out into the fields and
gardens,
Climb to the top of a quiet
hill
And touch the sky.
Be still. Listen.
Touch with gentle hands the
petals of a flower.
Find peace. And pray for one
more hour.
Barbara Lindsay
No. B-9s!

Five ’Conclusions’
On Cuba Voiced
EDITORYesterday evening,
April 19, at Stanford university,
a meeting of students and the
general public discussed the
policy of the United States in
regard to the Cuban counterrevolution.
Among the conclusions
reached, were the following:
1. The United States has officially given Its support to the
actions of the counter-revolutionary forces attempting to
overthrow the present Cuban
government. This action Is in
direct violation of Article 15 of
the charter of the Organization
of American States.
2. Without arms and aid, the
counter-revolution would never
have been possible; and the
United States has, without a
doubt, been the source of these
supplies.
3. The United States has advocated the policy that it wishes
to give aid to foreign, underdeveloped countries, hut its policy
of late with respect to Cuba
and its support for the counterrevolutionary forces has made
this policy a hollow aim.
4. Even though free elections
do not exist in Cuba as such, the
Cuban people have shown their
support for the Castro government by supporting his revolution and this week’s defense of
the country.
5. Adlai Stevenson’s declare-

-00.-

tion that the United States
played no part in the counterrevolution against Cuba is an
irresponsible statement on the
part of a representative of the
United States government and
is without grounds.
We agree with these conclusions. Sympathetic students will
take part in a demonstration
Saturday, April 22, at 12 o’clock
in front of the Federal building
in San Francisco,
Dean Faulkner
ASH 6062
Theodore Frederick
ASH 4753

’Let Us Apply Own
Code of Ethics’
EDITOR --I believe you took
the most indefensible position
and emphasized an unsound
principle in your editorial, Get
Polite’ Policy?",
The "reactor" always allows
somebody else to determine his
behaviors for him by the mere
fact that his actions are consequent to somebody else’s. But
the "actor" determines his own.
With a little imagination, the
destructiveness of the reaction
principle becomes apparent.
It is clearly a mistake, therefore, to attempt to explain away
the not-too-honorable behaviors
on the part of some of our fellow students by the reaction
principle. If they were reacting
to the "get -tough" policy, they
were, therefore, applying the
wrong principle; if they were
acting on their own accord,
they were clearly misrepresenting the majority of us. In neither cat" should anyone try
to blame the "impoliteness" of
the city police especially since,
to top it all, the behaviors of
the students involved were not
quite "polite" in themselves.
Let us not allow the city police to teach us their code of
ethics; instead, let us apply
some of our very own.
Ooka
ASB 5908

Writer Finds ’Real’
Meaning of TASC
Emmit I have read your
school paper many times. In
your paper I have seen the initials of the organization called
TASC. I have asked many stu
dents what the Initials stood
for. Reading of TASC’s views
and opinions on many subjects,
I have formed an idea what it
really stands for.
T wards
A nother
S ocialistic
C ountry
I was impressed by the poem
by Zeke Biglow, and I am copying his methods of expressing
his thoughts of TASC. This
poem must be read to the meter
of the poem "Trees."
I hope that I shall never see
Our country run by fool
like thee
Your philosophy I despise
Poems are made by fools
like me
But there are bigger fools
than me.
Bob Arita
ASH 561

mother removed all lights in the
living room, except one, because
the coeds living in the house
wouldn’t turn the lights out.
Another reports that her
housemother doesn’t observe privacy, that "it feels like the
house is wired."
--Still other students complain against high rent and required deposits.
GRIPES RAISE QUESTION
There is some question as to
the validity of these gripes.
Perhaps housemothers merely
are retaliating against student
misconduct.
"The only trouble that arises
is the trouble students bring on
themselves," says Glen A. Skillrud, owner of Wendy Glen Nos.
1 and 2.
He said that householders
don’t want the extra troubles
they have to face- panty-raids,
beer busts, lights and water
being turned off as a prank -and that students forget when
they do these things they are
putting someone to a lot of
trouble.
HOUSES FOR SALE
Skillrud said that three of the
larger boarding houses are up
fur sale, and indicated that if
the profit warranted the troubles householders had to face
they would stay in existence.
He said he personally objects
to a security deposit, but students are "wishy-washy." They
may decide to move out in the
middle of a semester, thus leaving the householder with a vacancy.
He said that students don’t
realize householders pay heavy
insurance and taxes, and that
householders depend upon a full
house to meet these bills. He
figures his yearly property tax
averages $45 per coed, and this
doesn’t include licenses and
sewer services.
"When the city needs money,

it the oh,
college," he said.
*
In view of the rect-1,.
break of fires plaguing
question also has ariset,
with the validity of
gripest of isow safe is ,,
housing?
One coed reports that
Is only one stairway Iii N.
und fluor. "If fire should
out," she says, -20 61,
be trapped."
The housing office
states that householder,.
ligated to inform stud. ,
fire regulations and pH.,
for fire drills and Jeri
minimum of one five
semester.
IS POLICY FOI
11,
How close are 1..,.
following the fire rex, .
set up by the housintt
Several students livini
lege approved be. that they have ne\.,
drill. One coed s: wouldn’t, know tht
about using a fire
Mr. Skillrud
main problem I.
fire extinguish. ,
-- that "they use it fur .,
each other."
Robert L. Baron. -coordinator, said tilt.
icy regulating fire drill., ,
placed in effect al the
ning of the school year, and thif
it has been waived in lisp (i
not realizing the magnitudt, u
the problems created by
policy.

Mr. Baron said that he resl
izes there are problems mu,
ring between the houst-tHH--!
and the student, but thing office "has come a 1(4,,
in attempting to soh,.
problems.
"As lung as there :ll..
dents you will have prod,.
he said.
Mr. Skillrud sal,’
should know what
pected of them and
ers should know what i.
doing wrong- the Iwo .
get togeher."
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Spartan Society
By MARGARET SAVAGE
Society Editor
PHI MU
A spring dance for the Phi
Miss and their dates is set for
the Aptos Beach Inn tomorrow.
A pre-dance party will be held
in a San Jose home before the
couples will drive to the inn
where they will dine and dance.
Recently, the women enjoyed
an exchange with the Pershing
Rifles,
CHI OMEGA
s
I’ti McCarthy, alumni
officer from San Marino is currently visiting the local chapter
to offer advice and guidance to
the officers.
THETA CHI
This weekend, the fraternity
officers will attend a conference in Reno for all northern
California chapters of Theta
Chi.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Saturday, from 9 to 11 a.m.,

a friendship brun,ii
111‘1,!
sorority house will
friends invited.
Jan Johnson has bent:
by the Rally committee
the SJS song girls.
THETA XI
The annual Bloss.tt::
will be held tomor:
Brookdale lodge.
Candidates for queen
tendants are: Bobbie
Alpha Chi Omega; Pant *row, Alpha Omicron l’,
Pasquali, Alpha Phi; Car-.
litto, (’hi Omega; Kathy
Cr, Delta Gamma; Sandy k
head, Delta Zeta; Anne
Gamma Phi Beta;
Kappa Alpha Theta .-Kappa Delta; Sue Trant:
pa Kappa Gamma; .1 Phi Mu; and Rho.
Sigma Kappa.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

/I KNOW 1,40",/ ANNIOUS y’01.1 ARE TO GEE /0AE , FLoYf:’,
1H141: YOUK FR.A1 Amu) a ral PtEveg6 UT Ce4 NW"

Applications Available for Awards
Applications for the second an student government merit

1,1

QPR14

purpose of recognizing meritorious!
performances In student govern-

should be submitted by ment.
Names of nominees may be sub.
1 to the College Seholatship,
milted by any associated talldsIil
hairman lion Ryan In Adm 1201.1
body group, governing body, Id
l’p to six aWards of $10U each,
student laxly Cl/Mlnit tee. Any elected or at,
drawn from associate
available for the, pointed assoviated student body o!
tin l4. are made
lice holder, with the exception 01,
the ASH president, is eligible. 1
10%
Nominees must have held an ofDISCOUNT
fice or committee membership
TO
more than one semester. Eligilit
STUDENTS
students must have completed I,,,
a.irds
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French Painting Show
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by Jay Reid Gould, John Muir Junior high school.
2:15-3: "Our Town" by Thorton
Wilder, Carlmont high school.
3-3:45: "Once Upon a Mattress"
Iv Th4impson,

THI6 and

in front

of

Fuller,
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Westmont
Fraternity Life on West Coast
Topic of Showcase SJS Prof Presents
Two Lectures

Fiat i’ I
life at nest coast
colleges will be discussed Sunday
night on "Showcase SJS.’ weekly
student-ptodoced radio show broadcast by KLOK, announced Roster
Macioge. program spokesman.
Bob Wright. S.IS senior :mil
president eif the Western Reg in
Inter-fraternity Conference, Bob
Reynolds, Phi Sigma Kappa hell
secretaty, :met Gene Lanigan nf

cpieey,44
RESTAURANT
NAVAJO LOUNGE
BAKERY
WEST SAN CARLOS AT
SHASTA SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

cpilley
CAMPBELL A.ErvuE S WINCHESTER RD
CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA

cpiee9

Sigma Nu will be interviewed
John Cailleau. producer of the proA critique of contemporary atgram. KLOK. 1170 ke., will air titudes entitled "Symbols of Love."
the show at 9:30 p.m.
will be given by Dr. David Hub1)1’. Brett C. Melendy, head of I bard, chairman of the Division of
t he History department, will be Philosophy at Westmont college.
interviewed on the "Career 1.-0.. Sunday at 5:45 p.m.
rum" portion of the program. I The critique is being sponsored
"Showcase" communicator Chuck I In’Tri-C, the &IS Baptist WileLogan will also talk to Randi Ken student director of the final
piesentation in the college-produced ’Perspective" Civil War series.
Sue Doerr and Jim Williams will ,
report local and campus news to
it!’

,Iiirsv.

traz
ou

OCEAN I WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

Spieleya4

Saturday
Night

535 E SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORN,A

DR

cpieq
GRANT ROAD I FL CAmINO
MOUNTAIN VIEW CALIFORNIA
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Old World Charm in Dining
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I
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Music Every Night
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CredentialChange
tangs on Despite
Hangs
h
Legislative Battle
.

. Lite organization, and will be held
at the Tri-C center. Third and
I San Antonio sts.
A sreond talk entitled -Victors
Vietims," a commentary on
sInery and freedom in campus
iiving. will be presented at 7
-elock by Dr. Hubbaid at the
MISS TERRI GALVIN
Sunday night service of the First
. . . new appointment
Baptist church, Second and San
were Carolyn Cottrell, presidem
Antonio sts.
A freshman class meeting will Kay Blodgett, first vice president.
Dr. Hubbard’s second talk will
be aired over radio station KEEN.’ be held Monday afternoon at 3:30 and Pat Johnson, secretary.
More than 500 students attended
All students are invited to at- in 5210, announced Fred Krueger,
lend both meetings, according to freshman class publicity chairman. the convention. In 1913 the Uni"All freshmen are requested to versity of Wisconsin served as h.
!George Trigueiro, Tii-C campus
attend, as this will be an impor- to the first convention of IAWS
director.
Dr. Hubbard is an author, con- tam business meeting," Krueger Miss Galvin said.
i,..rence speaker and contributor said.
"A major discussion will be con- Dorm
several professional religious
Mau Blues" exchamze is
journals, in addition to his teach- cerned with how class goveinment can be strengthened," he scheduled for tonight between Aling duties at Westmont.
len and Washburn halls at WashIle holds 13.D. and Th.M. degrees said.
Facts concerning the freshman - burn, according to Marvina Tupfrom Fidler Theological seminary
:mil received his Ph.D. in the field sophomore beach party will be an- per, social chairman for Washburn
of Semitic linguistics from the nounced. A system for recalling ’ hall. The event is from 13:30 pm
University of St. Andrews in Scot- officers will also be discussed, he to 1 a.m.
added.
.
:-2iES & MEN

S READY TO WEAR

FIBSI

_

The Health Center tttttt unizat ion clinic continues today from
I until I pan. hi 1115130. Shots
Er smallpox, tetanus, diphtheria adtetanus, typhoid. Indio and in- , Miss Terri ual a. ad it it
fluenza are available at no viser, will assume duties July 1 as
charge to regular students, ac- a member of the Resource Personcording to Mrs. lilt It. Vimimith, nel board for the Intercollegiate
Associated Women Students, it
hUpers ihing Marne.
was announced at a recent IAWS
national convention at the University of Wisconsin.
She is currently serving as the
executive secretary for the organization.
The Resout cc Personnel board
serves as an advisory group to the
and to member organizaA bill IAWS
tions throughout the nation, Miss
,igned to spell out the academic
Galvin explained. Eight members
training required for new teachare appointed by the executive
ers in California hung on in the board of the national group.
legislature today by a slender’ Three representatives from the
parliamentary thread.
AWS attended the biannual con
The assembly education commit -1 vention with Miss Galvin, TI
tee voted 9-6 Wednesday night to
send out to two years of interim ’
study
a controversial.
Muchamended measure by Sen. Hugo
h’isher i 1)-San Diego).
Fisher’s bill seeks to define acalemic college subjects which
would qualify a teacher to hold
standard credential. Generally.
It places emphasis on such subjects as English and mathematics. I
It provides for credentials in
such fields as home economics and
industrial arts, but these graduates would not be eligible to become principals or superintendents.

alitornia s involvement in the TV major, is student ilin.clor of
Civil War will be dealt ccith in the show, "California and the
depth tomorrow on the third col- Civil War." Frank T. McCann,
lege-produced "Perspective" tele- assistant professor of speech, is
vision show commemorating the the producer.
centennial of the North -South
"Astronomy and Space Traver
is the subject of Sunday’s science
conflict.
The program will be seen to- education show on KNTV at 11:30
morrow at 11 a.m. on KNTV, a.m. The series is produced by
the Instructional Television cen.
channel 11.
Theodore C. Hinckley, assistant ter at SJS.
Mr, Robert Hassur. instructor
professor of history, developed the
series in cooperation with Dr. Leol in science education, will conduct
Kibby, professor of history and the half-hour program directed
Clyde Arbuckle, San Jose city primarily at grade school teach.
historian.
ers in the Santa Clara valley,
Jeffrey Bedell, senior radio and Glen Pensinger k din"’,
f the
ries.

Spartan City
Plans Art Show

The annual spring alt exhibit.
sponsored by students living at
Spartan City, will be held Sunday
from 1 to 5 p.m. at the Spartan
City recreation hall, Seventh and
Humboldt sts.
Louise Nieisen, spokesman for
the students sponsoring the exhibit, said it will include oils, pastels. and some ceramics.
The exhibit is open to all students. Admission is free. Refreshments will be available.

Die Rhinelander

fwd.
Drives -In Parking
lank Ametricard
WON I/.

IN PERSON
THE

NEW

SIDES OF

A women’s inter-dorm volleyball
tournament, sponsored by Royce
hall, will be held Sunday from 9:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m, on the women’s
volleyball courts, according to Janet Hobbs, social chairman for
Royce hall. The tout nament is restricted to women of the college
residence halls
SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
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Duties This Summer In Civil War on TV
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Massive voice for a missile base
In America’s sciace-age defense system, the order of the day is
total, highsueed commun,caticns
And at Vandenberg Air Force Base. as elsewhere. General Telephone
Si Electronics is carrying out the order will ntfcInr.cl and dispatch
nnAhly Atlas missiles
Here the link to the system that ma’s
is a fully automatic 5,000 -line dial telephone exchange The -outside voice" that links the base with alert and command posts
throughout the world is a multichannel microwave radio relay
system capable of handling hundreds of telephone conversations.

The cornmunicat,Ins eouioment connecting Vandenberg Air Force
Base with the outside was designed, manufactured and installed
by our subsidiaries. Automatic Electric and Lenkurt Electric, and
is operated for the government by General Telephone of California.
This advanced high-srie.ed system is Repressive of the way General
Telephone di Electronics strives to serve the nation through better
communications - not only for natioe0 defense, but for hometh
business and industry as well.

teletype messages and early.warning radar data simultaneously.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE & ELECTRON/CS

gay

niefiCi kOOM

C(111(1)

32 new

1?()()Itt

deluxe lanes

Free bowling instruction

every day but Sunday

Ann Darling Bowl
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Cn Lga y8 :cm k e0 R67 0

Mural Wrestling
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ela April 26 at noon is
, elnesy
deadline for campus organiza- I
to enter their allowed two
the intramural
a.stants in
ding tournament to be held
an gym April 27-28.
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NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 26 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnify Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
ire generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that a married men
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell
"Therefore, he is entitled to
for mature drivers."
For example: A married men, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20,000, Property Damage
$500 and Medical MO pays
about $157 a year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may say*
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, agent 91741 (day & nits).
-

Special Defense Fails; Track Team Dons Invade Stadium Spartan Sports
Southbound;
Bears Top SJS, 5-3 Face Fresno For Revenge Tonight
111,1:Ailed
baseball

coach Ed

Sobczak

he;

’night in the eighth inning of the
1Cal-SJS game failed to work, as
the Bears came up with two important runs to go ahead and
later defeat the Spartans 3-3.
With nobody out and Cad runners on first and seemed in the
top half of the. eighth, Sobezuk
pulled right fielder La rry Toe-

Unknown to Rohczak, Arnett
has a nasty habit of bitting ter
right field. After the. game the
spartan coach said that the
1,401 tans %%reeked on the play In
lir:oiler- hid had never used it
in a game.

PIZZA
the old Style

t

SPAGHETTI
&

Meat

Ball

Dinner

$1.25
HALF MOON
RESTAURANT
2687 STORY

ROAD

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS
;"

Open-

Completely equipped to fill all
your stereo and Hi-Fi needs

’til 9 p.m.
Mon. & Thurs.

millet in to cover the bag at
third and had regular third
haseman Doug McChesney move
in elose to the plate to cover
the bunt situation,
California countered by installing pinch hitter Barry Arnett
who promptly blooped a run scoring double down the right field
line, far out of reach of the first
and second basemen and the conterfielder who had moved over
toWards right but not far enough.

We put the pressure on the
tense to hit," said Sobczak, "beass’ if they had bunted, we
-.auld have had one out for sure
tal maybe a double play. The
ituallon was there for me to use
1;1.
It iv a, a loUgh gains’ for S1F4
I,, hew-, as the Spartans played
defensisely and hit the hall
hard on ial’eum.-blit aiHays
right at
iii
Dave ’I’earnlviii
he only extra
tease blow for sts. lining a doubly user the leittielder’s head
in the seeond
Right
hander
Joel
Guthrie
pitched creditably against Cali1ornia, although in a losing cause,
.., the Bear win now gives them
22-5 season record. Mike Jau; egui was the winning pitcher fur

Dashing Denny Johnson, iv ho
runs the 100-yard dash faster than
Lawrence Welk can pronounce it,
leads his San Jose State track
mates into Fresno tomorrow night
for a dual meet with Fresno
State’s Bulldogs.
Those who anticipate a :09.2
century by Johnson will probably have M wait until later
In the Veati011 Wiled. the Bulldogs
appear to !rase no one to push
him lovaurd such a superhuman
effort.
While the Fresnans should not
provide the Spartans with much
of a workout, they boast a 440
and possible 880 threat in Bill
Knocke.
Knocke, along with Willie Williams and Don Ramos of the Gold
and White, figure to wipe out the
440 meet mark of :48.1 posted by
Fresno’s Herb Turner in 1954.
Should Knocke decide to run
the 880, he is given an excellent
chance to better the meet mark
of 152.1 established by the Bulldogs’ Jack Wilcox in 1957.
Johnson IN an odds-on favorite
to blot out the loll meet mark,
:09.5 by ESes Mike Agustin’ in
1957. He has thrice- beaten it
mid tWirt- tied it in his six re,
formances this season. Hill.
lithos% weather-wise.
rood e
Denny ought to break the exist Mg murk.
Gene Zuhrinsky should eclipse
the meet high jump mark, 6-7 by
San Jose’s Errol Williams in 1959.
Zubrinsky has hit 6-10 in his best
1961 effort.

24(7 Stevens Creek Rd.
E

CYpress 5-0388
biear Valley Fait)

VIDEO
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ENTERTAINMENT
THURS. - SAT.
FEATURING:

"The Highwaymeti"
III

It

"The Casuals"
*formally San Remo’s

218 Willow

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week
Dick Gear
Spartan pole vault ace, Dick Gear, has
r,cen a standout vaulter on the SJS track
’,IdTTI in previous meets. His latest effort
7 Oped 14-101/2, equaled by team mate
Jeff Chase, was an outstanding achieve
meet. The 5 foot I I inch junior ha
an outstanding asset to
Spartan trackman and will no doubt
:
ue to do so when they meet Fre
iIt a traditional dual meet tomLr
,,fternoon.

Gridders Play
Squad Contest

The discus mark is in jeopardy
too. Two Spartans have already
bettered the mark of 163 and
three-fourths by SJS’s TUIII Dar-tills in 1959.
Harry Edwards has tossed
173-5 and Dan studney even better at 173-7.
San Jose has won 14 dual meets
from the Bulldogs since the ris-alry was initiated in 1925. Fresno
has triumphed 12 times, but not
since 1957. The Spartans soon in
1958 and 1959. while rain washed
("’t the 196 meet

Sparta Stadium will be the site
of the spring’s first intro-squad 1
battle Saturday, as Bob Titchenal
divides his squad into two equally
balanced units.
The Black team, guided by backfield coach Gene Menges, claims five of the Spartan’s top 11 met;
including quarterback Chem Gallegos. Johnny Johnson and the
remainder of the starting tea:r
will be working for
Anders’nos’)’traH
White outfit.
Actual game conditions will be:
The varsity tennis team trasels
observed with officials and field
clocks both in use. There is no:south this weekend to try :led
admission charge for the 2 p.m., protect its title of defending eh::: pion in the independent colleL..
contest.
Several changes in the Spartan’s division of the Ojai Valley tom number one unit have been madelnament after they tangle first
during the past week. Big tight with very strong USC and an intend Dave Chaid lost gold jersey proved Pepperdine squad.
Whitney Reed. last year’s Spar.
for the first time this year to
H:urtnell
JC
transfer
Charlie tan ace and now a member of the
U.S. Davis Cup team, won t
Klder.
Another promising transfer was singles last year at Ojai and then
!,/wed down to the blue unit on teamed with Bob Hill to capture
Le same day. Denver’s Torn Dos- the doubles which gave SJS the
In fell a pace hack of flashy crown. This year Lee Junta and
Afback Phil Clifton in what has Stillson Judah will play the singles
en the closest struggle for a and Gordy Stroud and Larry Wilart ing birth. Clifton’s speed and lens will compete in the doubles.
perience has more than offset
Last year SJS. led by Reed and
.
superior power thus far
I fill, knocked off the Trojans it;
; the battle.
Sophomore quarterback from a hat was probably the finest win
,larquistte. Bobby Kane, has been
:eating a big stir among the
-1.3rtan coaches. "Kane is young
and lacks confidence,
but
hel
throws a good ball and has shown
great potential as a field leader", I
stated back coach Menges.
I

1

In A Great iwo.Hour Concert
Tickets: $IM, $3.00, $2.50. 62.00
available at
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL CY 5-08138
Two laugh and song filled hours with America’s most exciting
folk trio. EXTRA! KSFO’s Jim Lange to M.C. Don’t miss She
performancI Tickets won’t last long so get yours today!

If SJS Competed
In Stanford Meet!
It., 1’1-.1 I. Isl 1.111.
If SJS’s track team were co-,
peting at Stanford tomorrow, II,
Spartans would come within ta.points of defeating USC’s vaunt,.!
Trojans in quadrangular comptition which also would invole
Oregon and Stanford.
USC’s
relay team would
tip the meet in favor of t he
Southerners with Oregon a mediocre third and Stanford, well ...
Payton Jordan runs a beautiful
meet.
Oddly enough. Oregon is be1:.
touted as the ’second best" it,.
meet team in the U.S. U.Sc ;rated first, of course. Yet t h
Spartans would whip the Duck,.
by 161/2 points in four way competition and by 10 points in t h
head-on bat t le.

Netters Trek South;
Ojai Valley T ourney

of

the

year.

USC.

stronger this season,

PRIMP for a PROM
"
Shampoo
and Set

Mary

and w

*./

P. 0, BOX 1522, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
Telephone: FRontier 2-3560

Student Rates
latest models
fully guaranteed
free exchange

duced four runs.
FINE PORTRAITS

modern office machines co.

20% Discount To Students
Ramirez

124 E. San Fernando 1...) l)

CS 37471

FREE DELIVERY

r

bi

942 E S.nts

Shako

Clore

11/

/I I \

6
CY 3-5283

\

Automatic Transmission Service
MAJOR

91111
.

.3

CREGiT CARDS HONORED

5’era( e

24-Atir norwa...
It
’VI \

1 ;

1 111

tact

HAMBURGERS-18c
New franchise - new ideas! The first
Golden Point rest
t in California!
We give you speedy service piss high’
quality food!
Open 111
to 12 p.m. Dials
’61 2 4.111. Frill.).

THE

GOLDEN

PO:NT

THE GOLDEN POINT Drive -In
2940 A

,e.,,

CL 1 9871

On Campus 4L.
Author vaf

’’I

Is ua u 1 ialt-Up. Indeed.’ ,"1’tet Alan!.
LUltb of be/AtGillse", etc.)

"GOOD GRIEF!
THE ETERNAL
TRIANGLE."

t Ii

Lin

.cd Feot6

-

cote, Inc

A brand new
collection
of Sunday
PEANUTS strips

PEANUTS
EVERY
SUNDAY
By CHARLES M.
SCHULZ

The perfect
spring pick-up
ONLY

I

At your college bookstore
HOLY, RINEHART
AND WINSTON, INC.

1

THE DEAN YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
Now in the waning days of the -ehool year when the le,rd-t
charged with rnernorie-,
heart grows mellow and the very air
let us pause for as nionient :aid pay tribute. to that overwork’s{
and underappreciated campus figure.. your friend and Min,. the
dean of students.
Policeman and confessor, shepherd and seer, warder: and
oracle, proconsul and taxi,
dean of students is by far lbe
cirri we under-t:,reel
must enigmatic of all acatiernieiane.
hint:? Well sir, perhaps the best way iv to take an average they
eiviniple, is what
in the life of all IlVerage
peried last Thumlay to Dean Killjoy N. Damper of Doliall
A and M.
At 6 a.m. he woke, dressed, lit a Nlarlboro, and went up on
the roof of his house to remove the .1:. Ii:,’ tot’ the Founder W
had been placed there during the night by high-spirited undergraduates.
At 7 a MI. he lit a Marlharo and walked briskly ft) the en
(The Dean had nab been driviiic
-has. it had been pl:eed
on the roof of the girl, dormit..r:. I.y
graduateu.)

0/ Sty fe

to bolster their attack, they will
be out for revenge.

The Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies

Special

the big Spartan eighth, which pi Le

CYpress 3-3051
252 S. 2nd
Open Monday and Thursday til 9
SPECIALIZING IN CUTS FOR COEDS

champion. and Ramsey Earnham

For further information write to:
Admissinns Office

TYPEWRITERS
- RENTED -

Sai011

Rafael Ostina. Wimbledon doubles

A. LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZATIONS of France, Germans..
Italy. Russia, Spain, China (Mandarin) Japan and Korea. Al!
courses taught in the language by native instructors. Classe,
limited to 10 students.
1. Loner Division courses lor beginners in French, German. Italian, Rom
sian, Spanish, Chinese, Mandarin, Japanese and Korean (5 hours a ds,
n days a week) June 19 August 25,.
2. Upper Ditision courses in French, German, Italian, flassian and Spun
ish. June 30 - August Ili.
3, Graduate Courses in French, German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish
Workshops offer daily opportunity for practice teaching in the variou.
languages. June 30 August DI.
A Special Preparatory Course June 12 to June 30 will be offered for
the upper division courses 12 abovel in French, German, Italian, and
Spanish, reviewing lower division language work.
B. DIVISION OF POLITICAL ARTS AND RELIGION IN
CIVILIZATION. Courses in this division provide a systemati,
and fresh approach to foreign studies. Emphasis is upon international aspects of today’s problems.
I. Undergraduate Upper lihisinn courses provide comparison of the de
velopment of China. England, and France. June 30 August iS
2. Graduate Courses rfral with national and international
modern China, with special reference to her relations with the I
Stares. They also consider the. Soviet Union - its institutions ea;
policies. June 30 August 18.
Graduate as well as undergraduate credit may be earned.
Accommodation in language houses is Amenable.
Scholarships are available (a limited number) to especially
qualified teachers and prospective teachers.

Ilettiug itn Mice
Sala Jose %sere Stese
Buchiu and Mayturena.
410’
Maytorena hit their triples durin.

$2

however.

A FOREIGN APPROACH TO FOREIGN STUDIES
Seventh. Summer Session 1%1

San Jose Municipal Auditorium
Tuesday, May 9. at 8:30 p.m.

l’irisei any
Dusts come into Municipal stadium’
tonight attempting to avenge the
loss (7-61 pinned on them by SJS
Wednesday night at the San Jose
ballyard.
Right-hander Bob Muytorena
or lefty Jim %Trion will take
the mound for Ed Sobezak’s
Spartans, leading the MAI
race with an 800 pereentasge at
4-1.
Wednesday’s contest
was
thriller in which the Dons led nio
of the way before falling bet,’
an SJS uprising in the eigir
inning.
USF came back in the ninstarting a rally that netted
runs. Spartan ace Dave Turnb:
struck out Don catcher Al Kill,’
with the tying marker strand.
on third.
The Spartans, playing without
John Jun% Jet:, their leading lilt
ter(II,, ile%erthelessi erupted
uffensiselv for three triples anti
:180 -IL homer over the left field fence. by Turnbull, who
struck out 14 Don !mitten:.

ekqz/5
At 745 a.m. he arrived on e;,inplis, lit a Nlarlboro, and
clitnbed the bell tower to renlevy. his secretary who had heat,
placed there during the Maid by high-spirited andergradliates.
At 8 a.m. lie reached his Awe. lit a Nlarll.oro, and riict linth
Derther Sigamos, editor of the student newspaper. 1, mil::
Siguloos had Issai writing N serie, of editorials urging the
l’nited States to annex Canada. When his eilibiria Is had es eikeel
no rts3ponse, he had taken matters into leis own hands. Aceonipartied by his sports editor and two e.my readers, lie had giiia
over the border and emiquered Manihiki. With great pattetas.
arid several excellent Marlboro Chrarettess. the I ),’an persuaded
young Salamis to give Manitoba hack. Yining Siguloos,
ever, insisted on keeping 11’intiipeg.
At 14 a.m. the Dean lit a *Alarlborri arid Met With Era in .1.
Render, president of the local Sigma Chi chapter, who eame to
report that the. Licke house had been put on toil lif the sigma
Chi house during the night by high -Spirited undergraduate,.
At 10
tht. Deal: lit a 51;11’11)1)111 arid went to umpire ali
intramural riot tball gains on the roof ea the law school where the
campus limseliall diamond had Issai plaissi during the night by
high-spirited undergraduates.
At 12 noon the. Dean had a luncheon meeting with the prrsident of the university, the bursar, the registrar, anti the chairman of the English department :it the button I lit the campus
swimming pool w here the faculty dining room laid been placed
during the night by high-spiritsal undergraduates. Marlboros
were passed after lunch, hut not lit owitig to the dampness.
At 2 p.m., back in his office, the 1/ean lit a Marlboro and
received the C’ataidian minister ot war who said that unless
young Sireifisis gave bark IN’innipett, cannda would march.
Young Sigofoos was ,nien. ,canni and agreed to give back %Vitalipe
t g it the c ould have Saskatoon. The Canadian minister of war
a firs refused , kit filially agreed after young Sigafoos placed
him on the roof of the mining and metallurgy building.
At 3 p.m. the Dean lit ti Marlboro and met with a delegation
from the student collard alio came to present hint with a set
of matched lusr,itage in honor of his fifty years’ service as dean
of students. The Dean promptly packed the luggage with his
clothing and Marlheros and fled to Utica, New York, where lie
is now io the aluminum siding game,
0 Mel Mn. r.,boluosa
O

0

0

To the dean of etudente and all um other hard-working
academie types, here’s the nen mord in smoking pleasure
lroni the makers sit Marlboro-king-size unfiltered Philip
Morris Commander. Welcome abed:1U

Is Revealed
’’Sense of
In Nazi’s Lengthy 4t

INVASION TRAINING

Friday, April 21, 1961
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Five Coeds Vie for Miss S.J.
Five SJS coeds %%ill parlde
ramp tomori ow
special
night at the San Jose civic auditorium, in competition for the title
of Miss Greater San Jose, according to Patrick Spooner, managing
director of the pageant.
Campus hopefuls aspiring for the
honor are: Kathleen Robinson. 19,
Patricia Travis, 19: Julie McLellan, 19: Mary Jane Wright, ’20. and
Miriam Kroner, IS.

a Ill he mistress ot ceremonies.
Suzanne Marie Ream. anothei
SJS student, who was first runnerup to Miss America last year at
Atlantic City, will entertain with
vocal select tons.
Students may see the program,
beginning at 7:30 p.m.. at the special price of $1. Tickets may be
purchased at the door or at Mosh-

Susan Diane Bronson, SJS sen- er’s Clothing Store. 50 S. Fourth
st., according to Al Hahn. pag’’:f..rnia
eant ticket chairman.

GRACE BALL

In spite of Its descript,ons
*prairie wolk" the coyote is much
smaller than the true wolf and
!mire closely resembles the jackal. ,

SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE

TELEVISION

Ban Francisco by
Vie Golden Gate

guaranteed Service
JOE’S TELEVISION

Executive Secretarial Course
for College and University Women

99 N. 10th

NEXT ENROLLMENT DATE
JULY 5, 1961

CY 7-3541

St.

A & M Auto Repair
?

CY 5-4247

S,n Sa’-ador

reJACArOBS & sFARBER PRESENT

TUES., APRIL 25 at 8:30
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

for

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

tat

CYpress

Islamic Club
To Hear Talk

4-9404

FIRE PROOF CONSTRUfliOr..
sFSEVISION RaN01.111 ROOPs,
FOuNTP IN
COFFEE SHOP

FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Caldwell, Manager

The newly formed Islamic sf,ciI ety of San Jose will Mild its initi al
’ meeting Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in
the College Union. according to
I .111 Naval), acting public relations
chairman.

MONTGOMERY HOTEL
Son Jose, California

South First St. at Son Antonio

CLASSIFIEDS
Personal

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

Women, Lonely? -,
ML 22,

hay

’a!

228)

100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12.50.
,sI in gold free. AL 2-9191.

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call et Student Affairs Ofi1ce
Room 16, Tower Hal’ or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

PIN.

Solo

Attention teachers, older home in ex- :
sale fine 5 bedcall CY 5.9307.
-19
$4.,eo

Rentals
TlYnr -j about

Phonograph: Won in contest; $60
Bib
CY 4-2927.

10 Speed touring bike, 2 mo. old, excel.
-.1 AN 6-6431.
1956 Baster. Motorcycle 198cc, CY 3-

rrtael

0110

Gs

Faculty: BOO.
Boa,,,iul Lana, acts. it,:tn. 2’0
’7.alvadnr

perfr,
Stereo changer
cartridge $45 .’
age. CY 4.2927.
?JJ:$6.

D amond ring, sacrifice. paid $350 offer
CY 7-1751 after 6 p.m. !
n1-11

than 25,000 miles -:
,5oen
-.nomy car, see B,d

m

,

Wanted
DIRTY LAUNDRY,
Se, te free P
, ,
se,yi!a. CY 4-2422, 60- met
WantedBabysifter.
Wanted onn

eavIng SJS has ’ova,*
se’l. Pr ned be nv.
-or 1-emen- nra ..e. Save over VW:,
reemS. 3 Bdrms, 2 Ina’n,
.^11,
170d ’IC’s’ -1’,111:110.e
51-111
S,
AN 4.8450.
P.oinssoi

.

,
sno .-n

s 3- I

Help Wanted

Mlsoollors000s
r""

broad. ANcleew 4 -

’^

Een $85

DR. JOHN von ROHR
. . . Frontier Forums speaker
...on of Protestantism and Roman
Catholicism. and the history and
development of religion in early
,.aciremA

lie received his B.A. degree from
.
I niversity of Minnesota. his
B, I). from the Chicago Theological
The debut program cc ill include seminary. and his
Ph. I). from
a discussion of baste Moslem life yam university.
and a lecture on the activities of
Before aecepting his present ’we
the black MUSliM movement by an sition with the Pacific
School of
as yet unidentified speaker.
Religion, Dr. von Rohr was asso"Membership in the sociaty is emote professor of religion at Po open to any student regardless of monis college and
later chairman
race, sex and national origin." Na- of the department of religion at
vah stated.
Pomona college.
The Islamic society was formed
.511 0111,11.
I r,,],\
for a three-fold purpose. ;tequila,. ing interested persons with Islam:
culture, customs and traditioi,.
partaguide
providing for the spit itual and s-cial needs of the local Moslem
community: and providing leetures TOILS
social gatherings, and commemoraFriday Flicks, "High Society."
tion of Isl
Bing Crosby. Grace Kelly, Frank
-inuitra: T1155. 7:30, 25 vents ail the’

Job Interviews
NOTE: Intervews are held in the
Placement Office, Adrn234. Appoint.
meet lists are put out in advance of
th interview and students are requested to sign up early.Ed,

International It e la tion club,
-i,
speaker; Khorwhie I.
,rnstil of India. "India’s
\ 1).
,rid Affairs," SPA,
p.m.

Till-C NEM S

11111

use t
t he new
IAn open
Christian Scienim study rsom will
be held Sunday from 3 p.m. to 5
I p.m. according to Pat Ihnigan. publicit:: chairman. The chnstian S.
i-urn study room is located at 13-1
.. San Salvador st.
STORES AND OFFICES
for lease
PALM N
PATION BLDG.
I
On1 pl. ’poi, tt
nee liblg Just
i7 sitsI
loth. Ideal for
in
Until. !itttre. lethino More, term.,
I nittneets.. ti
r
rent. rents
T. L. Mitchell & Co.
CY 3.3773
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5:30 p.m. lit. Hubbard sail!
-Ns/it/sofa of I,or in," a critique of roolcog000ts
students are
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- 9:11
1.ere, Till ’
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FELLOWSHIP

Deadline [or student.; to enter
P
9 40 o
kappa Alpha Mu’s fourth annual
A
Photo contest is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
gaktn
deo
’
according ii Ed Rapoport,
in r.
dent of the photojournalism fr o
6.00 p.m. Knot CI.,
ternity.
The *grimalkin photo bib
’Dating and Mart
will be open from 10 a.m.
Saturday to all SJS students wisiing to process or print ’actor,
Corsages
for the contest.
7th So’
The contest is being sponsoroil
Cmlcs
Bouquets
by the Spartan bookstore, with
10th and Santa Clara
CY 2-0462
trophies being awarded to the
first, second and third place winners, Rapoport said.
Pictures must be 8 by 10 inches
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